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Solving the Legal Conundrum of
Overlapping Maritime Areas at the times of
Peace-Building era over Korean Peninsular

1. Purpose
-

This study aims to find improvement measures of legislation in
preparation for establishing a peace regime on the seas
surrounding the Korean peninsula. Such an effort bears its
significance from the ongoing discussions towards a Peace
Treaty as well as from the pursuit of denuclearization on the
Korean Peninsula after the Inter-Korean summits and the North
Korea – US Summit.

-

Stable management of maritime border areas is important in the
eventuality that a peace regime on the Korean Peninsula comes
to fruition. Therefore, this study looks into measures for
improving the domestic legislative system in order to manage
maritime border areas.
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2. Methodologies and features
1) Methodology
-

The present status of maritime border areas were identified after
reviewing the boundaries of maritime border areas on the
Korean Peninsula, status of principal management agents and
domestic legal system.

-

The study identified implications to South Korea based on an
analysis of foreign cases.

▸Several cases were selected as subjects of foreign case studies
which were able to provide possible implications to South
Korea.

▸This study reviewed cases in which maritime boundaries and
joint utilization of the sea were discussed in the process of
signing a Peace Treaty as well as maritime boundaries of divided
nations.
-

Lastly, this study also proposes a list of items that needs to be
further reviewed in the process of building a peace regime
between South and North Korea along with follow-up improvement
measures through legislation.

2) Feature
-

Under the present status in which a Peace Treaty between South
and North Korea is in discussion, this study intends to propose
improvement measures to the legislative system for establishing
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▸With the agreement and implementation process relevant to the
denuclearization of North Korea underway, there is an increasing
expectation of building a peace regime on the Korean Peninsula

▸Therefore, it is necessary to prepare for building a peace regime
on the ocean between South and North Korea as well as between
neighboring countries in the case of establishing a peace regime
on the Korean Peninsula.
-

In preparation for a peace regime on the Korean Peninsula, a
number of basic legal considerations were reviewed relevant in
the process of establishing a peace regime between South and
North Korea in order to improve the legislative system for
maritime border areas.

▸This study provides a preferential review on the following issues;
the nationality of South and North Korea and the possibility
of applying international laws; the rights of the United Nations
Command (UNC), which has jurisdiction over demilitarized
zones, the matter of maritime border areas; and basic positions
of South Korea, North Korea and the US on the Northern Limit
Line (NLL).

▸Based on this analysis, the study proposes measures to manage
maritime border areas in the process of signing the peace treaty,
countermeasures on the issue of maritime boundary delimitation
potentially raised in the process of signing the Peace Treaty.
Furthermore, it suggests improvement measures for Korea’s
domestic laws in the case that South and North Korea reach
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a peace regime on the seas surrounding the Korean Peninsula.

an agreement on the joint management of maritime border
areas.

3. Results
1) Summary
▸There is no general definition of a peace regime as well as on
the meaning of establishing a peace regime between South and
North Korea.

▸The Peace Treaty stipulates the goal of peace, while specifying
formally ending hostilities on the Korean Peninsula and
recovering friendly relations between the two Koreas. Generally,
it contains issues concerning post-war processes, measures to
prevent the recurrence of conflicts, and a monitoring process
to implement and observe peace measures.

▸The Peace Treaty between South and North Korea will
fundamentally signify the permanent end of the Korean War,
while ensuring the maintenance of peace on both sides and a
complete cessation of all acts of armed force. Therefore,
demarcation of the border between North and South Korea is
essential as a baseline for curbing bilateral armed conflicts.
-

The Korean Armistice Agreement signed in 1953 specifies
boundary demarcation on land, but failed to stipulate any
maritime boundary demarcation. There was no maritime line
of demarcation agreed between South and North Korea at the
time of its signing.
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set up the Northern Limit Line (NLL) on the West and East Sea
to prevent accidental armed clashes at sea.

▸The Republic of Korea’s position has been that the NLL has
served as a stable means of preventing military tension between
North and South Korean military forces, effectively serving as
a sea demarcation line as well as a de facto maritime boundary
between North and South Korea.
-

Having conducted a series of inter-Korean Summits, military
meetings, and working level-talks as well as declared joint
statements, the two Koreas have made efforts to prevent armed
conflict at sea.

▸The Panmunjom Declaration, which was adopted in April 2018
during the inter-Korean Summit, stipulates the term ‘Northern
Limit Line in the West Sea’. This represented policy commitment
from the two Koreas to turn the area into a maritime peace
zone to alleviate military tensions.

▸At the Inter-Korean Summit Meeting held in Pyongyang on
September 19, 2018, the two sides agreed to declare an
Inter-Korean Military Agreement to establish a maritime peace
zone at the West Sea as well as designate pilot areas for joint
fishing.
-

The UNC acknowledges the NLL an effective sea demarcation
line, calling for its compliance. Since the NLL is not considered
an area under the jurisdiction of the UNC unlike the demarcation
line, however, there is no need for the UNC to participate in
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▸After the 1953 Armistice Agreement, the United Nations Command

the resolution process of maritime border areas.
-

Although South and North Korea are respectively recognized as
nations within the international community, the two counties
view each other as under a special relationship, instead of a
country-to country relationship.

-

Under the Constitution of ROK, the laws of South Korea can
be applied to the management of maritime border areas, but
it neither guarantees its effectiveness nor its possibility of
implementation. Therefore, it is feasible to manage maritime
border areas based on the Basic Agreement between South and
North Korea during the process of settlement of the peace
regime.

▸The Development of Inter-Korean Relations Act established in
2004 specifies the process of accommodating the Basic
Agreement between South and North Korea into Korea’s legal
system.
-

The study looks into the following four cases which provide
implications in relation to South Korea.

▸Israel and Jordan rarely reviewed maritime delimitation issues
during the process of signing their Peace Treaty, agreeing to
establish the Red Sea Marine Peace Park for joint management
of the oceans.

▸In regards to the legal status of the Northern Ireland, part of
the United Kingdom, the Republic of Ireland and the United
Kingdom signed the Belfast Agreement in 1998 and established
a joint management system for sea border areas.
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regards to maritime resource can serve as a catalyst to
deteriorate bilateral conflicts in a divided nation.

▸Given that East Germany and West Germany reunified, the
cooperation in the Bay of Lubeck between the two Germanys
represents an exemplary direction for South Korea to go
forward.
-

The analysis of the four cases aforementioned provided the
following implications:

▸The delimitation of maritime boundaries should be established
in the most reasonable way possible to achieve and maintain
peace and should not necessarily be discussed in the process
of signing a Peace Treaty.

▸Methods to create peace on duplicated areas of relevant parties
in the process of signing a Peace Treaty or conflict resolution
should be used to alleviate tension at relevant sea areas and
build measures for its joint utilization.

▸Discussions on cooperation will only be able to take place when
the two Koreas make an effort to build military trust first. South
Korea should take this into account as we consider the peaceful
utilization and joint management of maritime border areas.
-

South and North Korea should work on the settlement of a peace
regime on the Korean Peninsula through peaceful utilization and
management of maritime border areas. However, the two
nations should keep in mind that the goal is not to conclude
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▸The case of South and North Cyprus illustrates that issues in

a Peace Treaty nor to establish a peace regime themselves, but
to reach reunification.

2) Policy suggestions and relevant activities
▸During the process of signing a Peace Treaty as well as
settlement of a peace regime, the issue of maritime boundary
delimitation should be resolved in a way not to cause any
unnecessary political disputes.

▸Cooperation at maritime border areas should take the center
of discussion, while joint management of maritime border areas
should be the key to that discussion.
-

South Korea should begin negotiations with the North after
identifying the demands of managing maritime border areas when
reaching an agreement on maritime border areas.

-

One feasible option is to conduct a survey on marine science and
a status analysis of sea areas first under the circumstance that
the survey of marine science at maritime border areas have not
started yet.

-

The following includes demands for joint management available for
discussion in which a survey on the sea areas has not conducted
yet; joint fishing operation, marine ecosystem and environmental
conservation,

sand

mining,

ocean

energy

development,

development of Haeju Port and opening a direct shipping route to
Haeju port, joint establishment of a cross-border marine spatial
planning, establishing straight baseline and joint patrol and
management of neutral waters.
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the Basic Agreement between South and North Korea, the process
of assigning legal validity to the Basic Agreement as domestic laws
should begin in accordance with the Development of the
Inter-Korean Relations Act.
-

According to the the Development of the Inter-Korean Relations
Act, South Korea and North Korea Agreement should be
deliberated under the State Council and if necessary the National
Assembly must give the consent.

-

Later, the Korean Government should take the revision procedure
or the enactment procedures on the south Korea and north Korea
agreement.

-

When the Basic Agreement between South and North Korea is
adopted for comprehensive management of maritime border areas,
South Korea should establish a relevant special law.

▸There are demands for legal amendment in regards to the joint
management of maritime border areas between South and North
Korea in areas including fisheries (Fisheries Act and Ship Safety
Operation Rule), mineral resources (Submarine Mineral Resources
Development Act and its Enforcement Decree), marine environmental
protection areas (Conservation and Management of Marine
Ecosystems Act) and marine spatial planning (Marine Spatial
Planning and Management Act).
-

To establish a joint fishing zone over the overlapping area between
South and North, Fisheries Act and Ship Safety Operation Rule
should be revised
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▸When South and North Korea reach a mutual agreement through

-

To establish a joint development zone for the oil and gas, Submarine
Mineral Resources Development Act and its Enforcement Decree
should be revised. And if a South Korea join the development
activity in the EEZ and Continental Shelf of North Korea, it is
beneficial to apply Overseas Resources Development Act after
widening scope of its application to the North Korea.

-

With regard to the marine protection zone over the overlapping
area, Conservation and Management of Marine Ecosystems Act can
be applied without further revise. It is just requested for the
cooperation the lower decree enactment

-

For the straight baseline over the overlapping area, it is not
requested further enactment. Under an agreement, both Koreas can
draw the straight baseline

-

According to the Marine Spatial Planning and Management Act,
it is scheduled to have Transboundary Marine Spatial Planning.
South and North Korea can establish Transboundary Marine Spatial
Palnning

▸When the Basic Agreement between South and North Korea is
adopted for comprehensive management of maritime border
areas, South Korea should subsequently establish relevant laws.
-

Concerning the establishment of a joint organization for implementing
the joint management of maritime border areas, there are two
options, either establish a new organization for joint management
or utilize central government departments such as the Ministry
of Unification.

-

In the case whereby a peace regime is settled and the NLL is
accepted, although temporarily, as a maritime demarcation line
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arise, which calls for management.

▸The NLL will no longer act as military demarcation line, only
serving as maritime demarcation line between South and North
Korea.

▸If the Maritime Military Demarcation line between South and
North Korea is confirmed as 200 nautical miles it would intensify
a call for establishing a new order of international laws.

▸The management of these sea areas is very important in setting
the maritime boundary line of a unified Korea in the future.
In addition, it bears significance in that maritime boundary lines
can be drawn with other countries in these areas, such as Japan
and Russia.
-

This study reviews active measures for realizing the peace regime
through joint management and utilization of inter-Korean
maritime border areas in the process of establishing a peace
regime on the Korean Peninsula.

-

In the East Sea, after peace agreement between South Korea
and North Korea, maritime delimitation line can be drown. It
should be under 200 nautical miles. So new tension could be
raised between South Korea and Japan since it has been some
conflict between North Korea and Japan in this area.

-

While the study proposes improvement measures of legislation
for joint management of maritime border areas, it also reviews
new potential tensions that might arise at maritime border areas.
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by North Korea, new issues relevant to international law might

3) Expected benefits including policy contribution
▸Provide a direction for negotiations with North Korea for peace
settlement in maritime border areas in the process of establishing
a peace regime on the Korean Peninsula.

▸Propose the foundation for negotiations with North Korea on
cooperation in maritime border areas by suggesting the analysis
of present status of maritime border areas as well as a blueprint
for future cooperation.
-

Suggest a policy foundation for Inter-Korean maritime border
areas capable of transitioning from confrontational sea areas
to co-existing areas.

▸Identify the demand for laying the foundation of joint management
and suggest improvement measures.
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